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Shin Nekki
Shin Nekki

Species: Yamataian
Gender: Male

Age: 22
Zodiac Sign: Leo

Family (or Creators): Nekki Go: Father (Deceased) Ruri Basara: Mother (Deceased) Nekki Sata: Aunt
Nekki Kozoue: Uncle Nekki Keshiro: Cousin

Height: 5'10
Weight: 156 lbs

Organization: Star Army Reserve
Occupation: Fighter Pilot

Rank: Santô Hei
Current Placement: Fort Victory Reserve Center

Preferred Plots:

Toushi Starfighter Squadron (7SF-01)1.
21st Squadron - Fighting Diamonds2.

Nekki Shin in Roleplay

Nekki Shin is a player character played by Firebrand

Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'10 Mass: 156 lbs

Build and Skin Colour: Shin has a thin build common to most ethnic Yamataians, though he has a well
toned body, with his skin somewhat on the pale side.

Facial Features and Eye Colour: He has a slim, slightly boyish face, with square framed glasses and
light hazel eyes.

Hair Colour and Style: Shin has short, jet black hair, slicked back except for in the front, where his
Vermilion bangs hang over his face.

Distinguishing Features: Shin has dyed the tips of his bangs a dark orange-reddish color. Shin also has
a horizontal scar over the bridge of his nose, that he gained sometime in between being kicked off the
Senbu and joining the 21st
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Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Shin is a normally happy person, capable of finding the silver lining a a hurricane. Though
he knows his limits, he often times pushes himself past them, constantly striving to better himself and
others. Because he lost his parents to the Elysian plauge, he harbors a great disgust and hatred for all
Elysians, though, after learning of the truth behind the plauge, he has attempted to forgive the elysians
for the years of hate, though to no avail thanks to certain attitudes prevalent amongst the general
elysian population. He wears a pair of glasses, somewhat because he thinks it makes him look cool, and
mostly because his cousin wears glasses. Shin's attitude has recently become even more outgoing, with
the pilot gaining a somewhat cocky, 'I-Can-Do-Anything“ attitude with a touch of hotheadedness and
eager optimism, though it has yet to be seen if this is for the better or worse. Certain events have
tempered him, though he is still no less eager and hotheaded.

Likes: Shin likes noodles, the color orange, the cool breeze blowing through his hair, martial arts, the
thrill of combat, piloting, and citrus fruit Dislikes: Shin dislikes tofu, the Elysians, the color black, cold
days,and stuck up people Goals: Clear his Name

History

Pre-RP

Shin was born in Malifar, to his parents Nekki Go and Nekki Ruri. From an early age, he was raised in his
family's dojo, learning martial arts from his father and uncle. Unfortunately, his training was cut short due
to the Elysian plauge. Following the death of his parents, he drifted in and out of various foster homes,
until he ended up back at his family's dojo in Malifar, being raised by his aunt and uncle. He found an
older brother figure in his elder cousin, who had become a teacher at the dojo, after his stint in the SAoY.
HIs elder cousin inspired him both to use his talented lungs to become a voice actor, and to join the Star
Army. Shin was fairly popular at the Dojo and at school, constantly managing to excel both in his studies
and in the martial arts. Upon coming of age, he left the dojo, and set out to join the Star Army in order to
spread word of his family's ancestral martial arts.

YSS Senbu

Shin, though a somewhat good Pilot, Shin clashed with his fellow pilots onboard the YSS Senbu, and
quickly found himself kicked off the ship. Drifting between planetary assignments, Shin eventually found
himself reassigned to the YSS Illustrious as a fighter pilot. Following a brief combat with NMX forces, Shin
was reassigned once again.

YSS Illustrious& 21st Squadron

Was good, got cocky, got shipped out.
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Skills

Communication

Shin is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and receive
transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power armor, and shuttles in both
combat and non-combat conditions. Your character is fluent in Nepleslian and Yamataian. He can speak
and write both correctly and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc.

Fighting

Shin received hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with a rigorous training program. He is skilled
and experienced in combat both in Yamatai-like conditions and in zero-gravity, with and without
weapons. Weapons he is trained in include energy pistols, knives, and power armor.

Due to his upbringing in his family's dojo, he has become a proficient martial artist, capable of more than
holding his own against opponents half his size. He is by no means a master, and practices every day to
keep his skill up. In addition to various armed and unarmed styles native to various parts of Yamatai(
Iaijutsu , Kenjutsu , Sotojutsu, Jutjutsu, and Kobudo and Karate, Shin's family is descended from one of
the founders of the striking oriented Martial Art: kougeki_seika_ken, and Shin is especially well trained in
the art. Shin is well trained in these styles, and practices his forms daily.

Technology Operation

Shin is capable of operating any computer system that uses the Kessaku OS, found on all Star Army
starships. He is proficient in entering and/or searching for information.

Mathematics

Shin received basic mathematics training, to including up to algebra and trigonometry.

Vehicles

Shin is a talented, some one would say preternaturally skilled pilot, able to quickly learn and adapt to the
controls of almost any vehicle. Shin is trained in the use of all SAOY smallcraft and ground vehicles, and
has the theoretical experience needed to pilot a silhouette system equipped powered frame..

Entertainment
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Not just a Seiyuu, Shin is a talented Kabuki Actor, and delights in performing infront of a good crowd.

Knowledge(Martial Arts)

Shin, due to his upbringing, is fairly knowledgeable about various Yamataian Martial arts. He can come
up with a rough idea of someone's style from watching them fight, though this does not extend to
knowing how to defeat them.

Inventory

Medals & Awards

 Service - For successful completion of YSS Senbu, Mission 3: Surprise Attack!

Clothing

Duty Uniform

3 Duty Uniforms 2 pairs leather boots, dark gray 1 pistol belt, leather, dark gray, with holster for service
pistol

Uniform Insignia

1 Rank Pin (See: Star Army Ranks) Fleet Insignia Patch on left arm of each duty uniform Star Army of
Yamatai ”Star Army Hinomaru“ patch on right arm of each duty uniform

Undergarments & Workout Clothes

3 Complete Exercise Uniforms 4 black cotton briefs 8 pair of black boot Socks

Other Clothing

1 yukata (cotton robe), white, with navy blue print of various silhouettes of Star Army starships. 1 black
sash for yukata 1 pair black sandals
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Weather Gear

1 black tricorner hat, thick felt with red border 1 black overcoat, ankle-length 1 pair leather gloves, dark
gray 1 scarf, occupational color

Weaponry and Tools

 Ketsurui Zaibatsu Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 30 3
BR-28E Battery Magazines (2 extra) Star Army Communicator, Type 29 and charger Star Army Helmet,
Type 30 Star Army Flashlight, Type 30 Survival knife, solid diamond with rubberized grip and lanyard, in
dark gray belt sheath Earplugs with belt case Field Bandage with belt case

Personal Hygiene

These items are expendable and can be reissued whenever needed. 1 Black waterproof shower kit bag
with detachable shoulder strap 1 bottle of shampoo 1 bottle liquid body soap 1 toothbrush 1 tube of
toothpaste 2 washcloths, white 2 towels, white 1 stick of deodorant (for non-Nekovalkyrja) 1 hairbrush,
round type 1 pair nail clippers

Other Items

Wooden jewelry box with red velvet interior (for medals)

Electronics

Electronic Money Card

Miscellaneous

Square Framed Glasses

One MCAS with Dragoon Core and Long Range Combat Helmet
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Finances

Nekki Shin is currently a Santô Hei in the Star Army Reserve. He is paid by way of the Prestige system.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
2950 KS Starting Funds
Character Data
Character Name Shin Nekki
Character Owner Firebrand
Character Status Adoptable Player Character
Current Location Fort Victory Reserve Center
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Pilot
SAOY Assignment Fort Victory Reserve Center
Orders Orders
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